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GQ Recommends

The Best Gift Ideas for All the Weed Lovers in Your Life

28 ways to grind, roll, bake, vape, or blaze it better.

BY CARLY FISHER

December 20, 2019

Despite the fact that weed is now publicly traded on NASDAQ and CBD has flooded the shelves at TJ Maxx, believe it or not,
blazing has...actually never been better? Why, you ask? The gear! True "cannasseurs" finally have high-end ceramic
smokeables, teched-out kitchen gadgets, and collectable art objects worthy of their tastes. Of course, there's also a lot of junk
out there too, hence this curated gift guide to steer you right. Perhaps you know a lovable stoner and need to get them a gift for
the holidays? Here are 28 highly-functional and/or beautiful things to buy for anyone who enjoys ganja. Sure, if you're
ordering this stuff now, you might not have it in time for Christmas...but luckily most stoners are pretty laid back about
deadlines!
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All products featured on GQ are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail links, we may earn an
affiliate commission.
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Miwak Junior "Sierra Papa Charlie" pipe

If you're in a pottery class, it's just a matter of time before someone tries to make a bong or pipe. Which is exactly how this L.A.-based studio-

with-a-cult-following began, thanks to Chilean artist Sebastian Boher and partner Alice Johnson Boher. Minimalist, clean, and light-weight,

no one will judge your wake ‘n bake habit when you use something this beautiful.

$80

Miwak Junior

Buy Now
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Jennifer Wilkinson Thermal Checkered Pipe

More of a maximalist than a minimalist? These bright caterpillar-like pipes from Kansas City-based artist Jennifer Wilkerson are guaranteed

to add a head-turning splash of color to anyone’s collection.

$130

Alcove

Buy Now
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Bong Appétit: Mastering the Art of Cooking with Weed

Do yourself a favor and forget whatever bad pot brownie experience you may have had. Cooking with weed is the future, and the good folks at

Bong Appetit have the recipes to prove it. Infused oil-poached octopus? Yes, please.

$30 $18

Bong Appetit

Buy Now
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Goldleaf Cooking Journal

For the weed gastronome in your life: a recipe journal specifically geared towards cannabis infusions.

$19

Goldleaf
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Buy Now
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Debbie Carlos Fold pipe

If you know someone still still clinging to a crusty bowl, it’s time to upgrade their style, stat, with a brutalist-inspired, handmade smokeable

such as the Fold or Geta pipes from indie artist Debbie Carlos.

$67

Debbie Carlos

Buy Now
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Summerland Fruit Fantasy Apple Pipe

Apple pipes are a time-honored tradition, which is why most tokers will appreciate having one immortalized as a glossy ceramic piece worthy

of displaying on a bookcase. Also, no messy-sticky apple juice to clean up after.

$85

Summerland

Buy Now
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Sackville & Co. Gilded Ganja Grinder

Form and function can coexist. There’s no better example than this stunning three-tier gold grinder, which can power through large quantities

of flower for edible-making or rolling a dozen party joints, while doubling as a household statement piece.

$80

Sackville & Co.

Buy Now
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MagicalButter Machine MB2e

There’s a good reason Magical Butter is known as a favorite among edibles pros: it’s a total workhorse. While it’s not exactly a looker, the

MB2e is good for infusing large-scale batches and even comes with an excellent self-cleaning feature (ever tried to clean oil resin? It’s not

fun.).

$175

MagicalButter

Buy Now
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Jonathan Adler Druggist LSD Rectangular Tray

Enhance your giftee's mind-altering lifestyle with a designer vintage-inspired psychedelic dreamscape rolling tray. Or, y'know, just add to their

collection of finger food dishware.

$78

Jonathan Adler
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Buy Now
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Devambez The Imperial Rolling Papers

When you have money to burn, nothing less than luxury French rolling papers will do. Working in collaboration with legendary French rolling

paper manufacturer JOB de Jean Bardou, these hand-crafted limited edition booklets are made from premium, ultra-thin, all natural, organic

hemp from La Chanvrière in Bar-sur-Aube in the Champagne region of France.

$88

Devambez

Buy Now
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Norden Joshua Tree Incense

For the guy who likes to get high but doesn’t want the whole neighborhood to reek of it, pick an earthy, fragrant incense that makes his pad

smell like a woodland temple. This boutique incense maker specializes in all-natural essential oils and resins for custom blends like

Frankincense, cypress, patchouli, and palo santo; or Cedarwood, sage, vetiver, and citrus.

$20

Norden

Buy Now
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Na Nin Cannabis/Opium Den Candle

It might sound counterintuitive to get a candle that smells like cannabis to mask the scent of it, but this bright, green candle from Na Nin is

guaranteed to freshen up any smoky den.

$34

Need Supply

Buy Now
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Paine Balsam Incense Cones and Holder

Crunchy hiker dudes can’t get enough of this O.G. maker of balsam and red cedar incense cones that instantly transform any space into a

bonafide log cabin.

$8

Paine

Buy Now
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Veil The OG Room Spray

Burning things is fun, but for guys with asthma or other respiratory conditions, it’s better to opt for a room spray that can freshen up a space

without causing a full-on coughing fit. This non-toxic spray was specifically designed to mask cannabis odors with a blend of sweet orange,

cracked black pepper, and Virginia Cedar.

$20

Veil

Buy Now
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The Puffco Peak Smart Rig

For the uninitiated, dabs (a.k.a. bits of concentrated cannabis oil), has been a wildly popular way of vaping for the past decade or so. You

might see it in forms like wax, shatter, crumble, or live resin. Any head shop will sell a rig, but if your giftee isn’t just any stoner, they’ll

appreciate this smart, coffee-table-worthy vape that delivers super smooth hits.

$380

PuffCo

Buy Now
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MINERAL CBD Travel Kit

This super handy travel kit packs everything a person needs to get through TSA hell. Balance tinctures keep the body even-keeled for shorter

flights while sleep tinctures will full-on knock you out for a long leg, and the Maison salve can help with achy muscles from atmospheric

changes. Oh, and did we mention that GQ's wellness columnist, Joe Holder, is a fan?

$190

MINERAL

Buy Now
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Lord Jones High Formula CBD Salts

If you’re about “getting those gains,” then you should also be about that Epsom soak life. Throw in some CBD, pink Himalayan salt, arnica,

and calendula petals loaded up with terpenes and essential oils to help loosen up stiff muscles.

$65

Lord Jones
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Haoma Soothing CBD Eye Cream

This new boutique CBD skincare line is lightweight, absorbs effortlessly, and is packed with essential oils and anti-inflammatory terpenes like

amalaki, calendula, turmeric, cardamom, and neem.

$95

Haoma

Buy Now
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Prismatic Plants Good Day & Good Night CBD Duo

Packed with essential oils, Chinese and Ayurvedic medicinal herbs, and the magic ingredient (cannabis), this day-to-night CBD tincture is the

perfect tag-team for morning and evening stress.

$135

Prismatic Plants

Buy Now
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Beboe Therapies High Potency CBD Serum

There’s a reason serums have a cult following among skincare fanatics: they work. And, surprise, surprise, cannabis works wonders here, too,

with a full-spectrum CBD blend designed to repair fine lines and wrinkles, restore collagen production, and fight free radicals.

$148

Beboe Therapies

Buy Now
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Kiehl's Cannabis Sativa Seed Oil Herbal Concentrate

This calming facial oil made with cold-pressed sativa seed and green oregano oils is a safe bet for tackling problematic skin issues like

redness, dehydration, and acne.

$49

Kiehl's

Buy Now
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Besito Blackberry Vape Pen

If you don’t live in California, unfortunately, you’ll have to book a flight stat to get your hands on this slick gold vape packed with flavored THC

concentrates in grapefruit, mint and blackberry. Aside from the fact it tastes as good as it looks, you’ll have perpetual bra�ing rights (always

a bonus).

$38

Eaze
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Bloom Farms Sequoia Mint Mini CBD Vapor Pen

Kickstart your future vape life with this fresh CBD vape from Bloom Farms, featuring full-spectrum concentrated oil with a deliciously festive

mint-chocolate finish. Also, since this is the season to be giving, it comes with an altruistic slant: for every Bloom Farms product purchased,

they pledge one meal to a food-insecure family or individual in need.

$49

Bloom Farms CBD

Buy Now
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Firefly 2+ Portable Vaporizer

Vape pens are great, but why not get yourself a portable vape that can do you one better by handling dry botanicals and concentrate. Ready

in only three seconds, this high-end dual convention vaporizer offers control, precision and easy loading for a super clean hit on the go.

$250

Firefly
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Prepara Evak Fresh Saver Containers

There’s a ton of fancy stash boxes on the market, but these tried-and-true air-tight containers are among the most underrated ways to keep

your flower fresher longer without stinking up a humidor.

$20

Amazon

Buy Now
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Willie's Remedy Dark Blend Whole Bean Coffee

It should come as no surprise that legendary stoner Willie Nelson was among the first to start hawking a luxury pot brand. If you’re in a legal

state, his pre-rolls are chef’s kiss, but don’t let state lines and regulations keep you from the good stuff. His signature line of coffee and loose

leaf teas are infused with certified organic, full-spectrum hemp oil grown in Colorado.

$36

Willie's Remedy

Buy Now
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Levo II

Consider this the Kitchenaid of infusers/decarboxylators. Not only is it meant to color-coordinate with your standing mixer, it also has a

digital app that allows you to set it and forget it while infusing for a few hours. Bonus: It’s smell-proof so you won’t piss off your neighbors

with dank ganja smell.

$350

Levo Oil
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MAARI for Mister Green Egg Grinder

More functional than a paperweight yet luxurious enough to match your trendy marble-draped Tom Ford suit, this high-end collaboration

between designer pot shop Mister Green and eco-conscious design company MAAARI features a brass grinder encased in a premium marble

e� facade, sustainably sourced and hand cut by artisans working in the Philippines.

$148

MAARI

Buy Now
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